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“Collaboration ndio magic. Synthesis ndio NOMA!”

Rhapsodic experiments define NOMA! Free-flowing exploration of tonalities, code, 
brushstrokes, colours… Integrated yet episodic, with each moment spontaneous and 
inspired, it swells to crescendo, experience transporting us beyond our imaginations. 
And at its crest, another movement starts — a different vibe. 

NOMA! is an XR encounter unlike any other, dedicated to experimentation and 
pushing boundaries at the confluence of artistic expressions and the extended reality 
spectrum (virtual reality, augmented reality, and mixed reality). It draws in responses 
to artwork created from other artistic expressions, such as music, to synthesize an 
immersive experience, if only for a fleeting moment. Jouissance is created at the 
convergence of artistic expressions and extended reality — what novel encounters 
explode forth!

Imagine Radically! Come Play!

Nyambura M. Waruingi
Curator

Rhapsodies in the 5th

NOMA!



NGENE MWAURA
AKA SHEEPGOAT

Instagram: @sheepgoat123

A big preoccupation in my work is masks, and the idea that 
people take certain actions to keep parts of themselves unseen, 
whilst, simultaneously, revealing other parts. The process for 
UNEARTHED began with a curiosity about this. The Quill platform 
possesses a streamlined format that felt, to me, like water; 
giving birth to ideas – a sense on movement and flight – while 
orienting one’s eye to minute details. UNEARTHED makes use 
of VR technology to explore a mask as a 3D space. By zooming 
into and opening up each specific point on a face, new room is 
created for immersion and exploration, in an experience akin to 
entering the chaos in which the mind resides.

UNEARTHED

VR TOOL: Quill



michael musyoka

Instagram: @mykemsanii

TIME continues, a larger body of work, which comments on the 
effects of social constructs on human behavior. TIME, one of the 
greatest of these constructs, causes the modern-day human 
to be in a constant rush, either in pursuit of a goal or seeking 
escape from adversity. The artist uses a non-binary figure of an 
overweight person, based on a caricature of a self-portrait, to 
portray the people in his society. The artist’s objective is to place 
the viewer in a stampede of these caricatures bounding towards 
the same direction, huffing and puffing. TIME illustrates how fast 
time flies by, and the effect that such systematized ways of living 
- required by these constructs - has on the modern human.  

TIME

VR TOOLS: Oculus Medium, Tilt Brush 



peteros ndunde

Ndunde’s inspiration is drawn from everyday actions and their 
compounded impact on societal landscapes over time. KITI 
YA BABA NA KITI YA MAMA explores individuals’ capacity for 
empathy toward the perspectives of others, taking into account 
our deep involvement in our own perspective of life, vis a vis 
those of others with whom we co-exist in the same geographic 
and societal plane. The title refers to a tradition common in 
Kenyan households, where family members have allocated 
sitting positions. It contemplates individual roles within the 
family and how they contribute towards harmony within the 
unit. Thus, it questions people’s willingness to accept alternate 
realities outside of their own with the aim of achieving harmony 
within society.

Instagram: @peteros_ndunde

KITI YA BABA NA KITI YA MAMA 

VR TOOL: Google Blocks



emmaus kimani

My work treats humans as emotional beings rather than the 
logical beings that we are socialized into, and our capacity to 
be persuaded by powerful external forces exerted on us by the 
societies we exist in. SOULIC CONVERSATIONS starts from a 
quest to find a home, a place where it is okay to be oneself. I 
look at the home of the soul, the essence of humanity in the 
body; how is the soul anchored to the body, and what other 
connections (can) exist? I have previously explored connections 
in belonging to people, to places, and to self, looking at the 
continuum between belonging and fitting in.

Instagram: @e_kimani

SOULIC CONVERSATIONS; 
of souls and bodies.

VR TOOL: Oculus Medium



IJAKAA

THIS HOUSE THAT WE BUILT

TOOL: Cinema 4D

THIS HOUSE THAT WE BUILT is a virtual reality installation 
paralleling the oft-cited allegory that is Animal Farm. It 
features hybrid human-animal characters representative of the 
contemporary proletariat, and the situations in which they find 
themselves every day. Using Orwell’s narrative as a reference 
point, Ijakaa ‘paints a picture’ in 3D space of how the artist sees 
as our society today. The work allows viewers a chance to inhabit 
the viewpoints of the leadership as well as the proletariat.

Because of the nature of the data and the technology involved in 
creating this work, certain aspects of the work remain in flux; as 
such, some spaces, such as the Stately Room of the Farm House 
could change to reflect the times and contemporary opinion.

Instagram: @ijakaa



POWERED BY ARTIVIVE

African heroes 
showcase

Ijakaa pays tribute to his everyday heroes, sometimes unseen, the casual workers 
that he and all of us encounter daily, grateful for a day’s work. Using his art to 
highlight issues of social justice, Ijakaa has integrated augmented reality in his 
work to provide an interactive experience, enabling us engage with these heroes.



12C
Nelson Ijakaa

Image transfer and mixed media on canvas
95 x 78 cm

2019
Kes 40000



Kencom
Nelson Ijakaa
Image transfer and mixed media on canvas
2020

Zebra
Nelson Ijakaa
Image transfer and mixed media on canvas
2020



Lamboghini
Nelson Ijakaa
Image transfer and mixed media on canvas
2020

Banana Republic
Nelson Ijakaa
Image transfer and mixed media on canvas
2020



Donda
Nelson Ijakaa
Image transfer and mixed media on canvas
2020

Salvation
Nelson Ijakaa

Image transfer and mixed media on canvas
2020



sila mwake

Sila Mwake recycles an array of materials to create mixed 
media sculptural pieces. He has a diploma in fine arts from the 
Buruburu Institute of Fine Arts (BIFA) in Nairobi, Kenya and is an 
alumnus of the AIR BRUSH residency program by Brush Tu Art 
Collective. Sila has participated in several exhibitions in Nairobi.

In his latest works, Sila documents objects and processes that 
allude to current social and political situations, sourcing knives 
and chopping boards in an attempt to trace their histories. Sila 
is interested in the moments and actions leading up to a knife 
being reduced to near needle-like thickness, or a heavy wearing 
out of a chopping board. With this collection of soon-to-be 
discarded materials, he seeks to show how we use each other 
up until we cannot anymore.

Instagram: @alfredsilamwake

‘UNTITLED‘

VR TOOL: Tilt Brush, Gravity Sketch 



virgody

That mental illness remains a taboo topic in many of the spaces 
in which we interact is in sharp contrast to the lived reality of 
many people. Last year, I lost a friend to suicide. In the period 
following this, I spent a lot of time looking into research and 
data on depression and mental illness, and I was struck by the 
urgency I met in the information I found. This experience led to 
me choosing the subject of mental illness in my VR project. For 
this work, I created an environment in which the participants are 
required to make certain choices in order to get through certain 
situations. My intention is to try and offer the audience just a 
small sense of the difficulty that comes about when one lives 
with mental illness.  

Instagram: @houseofvirgody

VANISHING POINT

VR TOOLS: Tilt Brush, Gravity Sketch
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